Examination documents EXD86-EXD104 (inclusive) are all of the modifications the Council is proposing to make to the figures in the Edmonton Leeside Area Action Plan document. These were all already referenced in examination document EXD81 Schedule of all Proposed Amendments under the relevant figure number and have now been finalised graphically by our consultant architects and urban designers.

The modifications to the figures bring them up to date with more recent developments and changes since ELAAP was submitted, including changes made during and as a result of the Examination. The most significant of these modifications is the change from a proposed Central Spine road route to a safeguarded Central Spine corridor, in which the road will be located. This change is reflected in all of the relevant figures and has been discussed with key stakeholders.

The proposed changes to aerial and other photographs bring them up to date with more recent land clearances and other changes to the physical environment on site.